Fiction Murphy – Cat Deck the Halls (2007)
The charming seaside village of Molena Point, California,
leads one to expect a quiet traditional Christmas surrounded
by family and friends—but not this holiday season. Instead
of singing carols and climbing into Christmas trees, Joe
Grey, feline P.I., is faced with his most difficult case yet—
and that's saying a lot for a wily tomcat who for years has
been solving crimes the police can't even crack.
Fiction Douglas – Cat in a Jeweled Jumpsuit (1999)
Midnight Louie, jet-black feline sleuth with an attitude, is on
the prowl again--and this time to a rock'n'roll soundtrack.
Louie's human partner, Temple Barr, learns that the
remodeling of a local hotel is being held up by a ghost--and
no ordinary ghost at that. In fact, the workmen swear it's
none other than that jumpsuit-wearing King of Rock'n'Roll,
Elvis Presley.
Fiction Brown – Cat on the Scent (1999)
Things have been pretty exciting lately in Crozet, Virginia—
a little too exciting if you ask resident feline investigator
Mrs. Murphy. Just as the town starts to buzz over its Civil
War reenactment, a popular local man disappears. No one's
seen Tommy Van Allen's single-engine plane, either—
except for Mrs. Murphy, who spotted it during a foggy
evening's mousing.
Fiction Braun – The Cat Who Could Read Backwards
(1997)
The unusual detective team of award-winning reporter Jim
Qwilleran and Koko, his brilliant Siamese cat, who penetrate
the world of modern art to solve a mystery
Fiction Simon – Cats Can’t Shoot (2012)
When Pru Marlowe gets the call that there's been a cat
shooting, she's furious. Animal brutality is the one thing that
this tough animal psychic won't stand for, and in her role as
a behaviorist she's determined to care for the traumatized
pet. But when Pru finds out that the cat did the shooting-accidentally setting off a rare dueling pistol--she realizes
something else is going on. Could the white Persian really

have killed her owner? Or did the whole bloody mess have
something to do with that pricey collectible?
Fiction Simon – Cries and Whiskers (2007)
Caught up in her probe into a dangerous new designer drug,
reporter Theda Krakow puts her investigation on hold when
an animal rights activist, who had been struggling to rescue
feral cats on the eve of a ferocious winter storm, is killed in a
hit-and-run accident.
Fiction Clement – Curiosity Killed the Cat Sitter (2006)
Dixie Hemingway knows first-hand that many things in life
are worse than a dirty litter box. Once happy as a Florida
sheriff's deputy, she lost everything when senseless tragedy
shattered her world. Now Dixie laces up her sneakers, grabs
some kitty treats, and copes with one day at a time as a petsitter. Her investigations deal strictly with "crimes" such as
who peed on the bed . . . until she finds a dead man face
down in an Abyssinian's water bowl.
Fiction Brandon – Double Booked for Death (2011)
As the new owner of Pettistone's Fine Books, Darla
Pettistone is determined to prove herself a worthy successor
to her late great-aunt Dee, and equally determined to outwit
Hamlet, the smarter-than-thou cat she inherited along with
the shop. Darla's first store event is a real coup, the hottest
bestselling author of the moment is holding a signing there.
But when the author meets an untimely end during the event,
it's ruled an accident, until Hamlet digs up a clue that seems
to indicate otherwise.
Fiction Babson – Only the Cat Knows (2007)
At the home of the reclusive millionaire who maintained
Vanessa, Vance joins the self-absorbed retinue, determined
to discover whether one of them had attempted to kill his
sister. Only one thing really worries him: Gloriana,
Vanessa's beautiful Angora cat who regards her "mistress"
with a dark suspicion. If the cat can't be won over, then the
whole deadly charade will fall apart.

PB James – Out of Circulation (2013)
Everyone in Athena, Mississippi, knows Charlie Harris, the
librarian with a rescued Maine coon cat named Diesel. He's
returned to his hometown to immerse himself in books, but
when a feud erupts between the town's richest ladies, the
writing on the wall spells murder.
Fiction Babson – Please Do Feed the Cat (2005)
mystery writer Lorinda Lucas tosses yet another paperback
in the trash, appalled at the gruesome direction of today's
crime fiction. She's even more disturbed at the half-starved
state of Roscoe, the cat next door. Before Lorinda left for her
latest book tour, Roscoe was as plump and pampered as her
own two felines, Had-I and But-Known. Lorinda soon
discovers that a hit-and-run has ended a child's life,
professional jealousy has taken a deadly twist, and murder is
just around the catty-corner...
Fiction Braun – Short & Tall Tales: Moose County
Legends Collected by James Mackintosh Qwilleran (2003)
In Short and Tall Tales, Lilian Jackson Braun introduces
James Mackintosh Qwilleran and tells how he collected the
tales. Qwill provides a preface for each legend, identifying
the teller and the circumstances. And it is no surprise that the
tales themselves are entertaining stories that reveal the offbeat "history" of Moose County.
PB Kelly - Slight of Paw (2011)
Small-town librarian Kathleen Paulson never wanted to be
the crazy cat lady. But after Owen and Hercules followed
her home, she realized her mind wasn't playing tricks on herher cats have magical abilities. When the body of elderly dogooder Agatha Shepherd is found near Kath's favorite local
café, she knows Owen's talent for turning invisible and
Hercules's ability to walk through walls will give the felines
access to clues Kath couldn't get without arousing suspicion.
Someone is hiding some dark secrets-and it will take a bit of
furtive investigating to catch the cold-hearted killer.

Fiction Hart – What the Cat Saw (2012)
A woman able to understand the thoughts of cats becomes an
unwitting investigator when her sister's co-worker is
murdered and the only witness was her beloved feline.
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Also try cat mystery series from these authors…
Mrs. Murphy
The Cat Who…
Joe Grey
Midnight Louie
Theda Krakow

by Rita Mae Brown
by Lilian Jackson Braun
by Shirley Rousseau Murphy
by Carole Nelson Douglas
by Clea Simon
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